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POLITICO 

Healthcare young heroes go out to fight new battles 

 

By EUROPEAN HEALTH PARLIAMENT 6/25/15, 6:24 PM CET 

« You can’t expect people who are at the end of their career to change their way of thinking. It needs 

young people to bring fresh ideas to health systems – and that is what you have to do now. » That is 

what MEP Philippe de Backer  (BE; ALDE) told the members of the European Health Parliament at their 

final plenary session in  Brussels on 16 June. 

The 80 members of the European Health Parliament – young professionals from government 

departments, healthcare professions, academia, civil society organisations and the world of business – 

have been exploring healthcare themes over the last nine months in committees and in plenary session. 

At their final plenary, they presented a series of recommendations on how healthcare might be 

improved by more radical approaches. 

Last year, De Backer had called them « young heroes » for their ambition. At the closing session he said 

they had shown heroic qualities in developing their recommendations on paper, and now they had to go 

out and fight like heroes to make change happen in the real world. 

Their key recommendations included: 

 doing more and better with fewer resources, by taking a wider view of health that sees health 

spending as an investment rather than as a cost; 

 creating a Europe-wide connected Electronic Health Records Organisation to collect and make 

use of patient data across member states; 
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 employing a table of criteria for decision-making on who gets what when choices have to be 

made on access to new therapies; 

 making Europe’s healthcare systems as mobile and flexible as the cross-border threats that they 

now face; 

 integrating digital health fully into healthcare systems as part of a comprehensive strategy – 

including into reimbursement systems; 

 embedding patient involvement at every level of the health system, from policy-making through 

to delivery of care; 

 preventing chronic disease through reducing alcohol-related harm and counteracting Europe’s 

tendency to heavy consumption. 

Katerina Konecna (CZ; GUE/NGL) added her own recommendation on the economic aspects : to 

promote greater common EU funding for healthcare in a spirit of solidarity. Margrete Auken (DK; 

Greens/EFA) urged the members to focus on reducing runaway drug prices and ensuring that drug firms’ 

promotion was transparent and their relations with authorities were devoid of conflicts of interest. Karin 

Kadenbach (AU; S&D), speaking on patient empowerment, emphasised the need for effective health 

literacy. And Charles Goerens (LU; ALDE) pointed out how the Ebola crisis had revealed systemic 

weaknesses in approaches to healthcare, in Europe and at international level, as well as in the countries 

in West Africa that had suffered most from the current outbreak. Cristian Busoi (RO; EPP) added that 

better coordination among member states was essential to tackle the growing threats of cross-border 

transmission of infections. 

Victor Negrescu (RO; S&D) championed the idea of giving health new status within EU policy, and 

congratulated the European Health Parliament on setting out some of the steps that could lead in that 

direction.  Eva Kaili (GR; S&D) highlighted the importance of maintaining momentum in the 

development of digital health, so that the EU could fully benefit from the capacity of new techologies to 

fight disease and maintain health. 

In his remarks on coping with chronic disease, Giovanni La Via (IT; EPP), who is also chair of the 

European Parliament’s committee on health, argued for a clear EU strategy on alcohol. And speaking 

more generally on health policy, he called for the EU to overcome the limitations that the Treaty sets in 

allocating responsibity for health mainly to national authorities. « We should work together and get 

better results by cooperation among member states, » he said. « The strong support of young people » 

could make a real contribution that goal, he concluded. 

Philippe de Backer said it was vital to take a broad political approach to health and to issues of access, 

giving greater priority than at present to prevention in the overall policy mix. He congratulated the 

members of the European Health Parliament on what they had done over the preceding months – but, 

he added, « there is still work to do ». 

The President of the European Health Parliament, Magdalena Kalata from Poland, said: “Although health 

remains a competence for national governments, people are moving within the EU more than ever 

before. So member states’ politicians should recognise the need for more EU involvement, more 

resourcing and more coordination, to guarantee access to quality healthcare to all EU citizens, 

whichever member state they happen to be in.” 

Link to article: http://politi.co/1eeyPNb 

http://politi.co/1eeyPNb
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Launched in November 2014, the European Health Parliament is supported by the College of Europe, 

Google, Janssen, EU40 and POLITICO. 

POLITICO 

Fresh focus on Europe’s healthcare 

Eighty young Europeans have formed a European Health Parliament 

to help shape the future of healthcare. 

By EUROPEAN HEALTH PARLIAMENT 2/26/15, 3:40 AM CET Updated 10/2/15, 11:36 AM CET 

Eighty young healthcare enthusiasts from across the European Union are in Brussels tomorrow (27 

February) for the second session of the European Health Parliament (EHP), a platform which provides 

space for generating fresh ideas on the challenges and solutions of Europe’s future healthcare. 

In 2025, more than 20% of Europeans will be 65 years or over, with a vast increase in over-80s. The 

increased life expectancy poses new challenges: not only do inequalities in access to healthcare persist, 

but the related rise in chronic conditions and degenerative diseases will also result in more people living 

longer with some form of medical disability or illness. This will put added pressure on Europe’s 

healthcare costs and economic productivity. 

Link to article: http://politi.co/1jda8Ui 

http://politi.co/1jda8Ui
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The EHP kicked off in November 2014 following the Occupy Health Street recruitment campaign, which 

targeted the EU’s young professionals and students based in Brussels. The initiative is backed by the 

College of Europe, European Voice, Google, Janssen and EU40, the network of young MEPs. 

Tomorrow’s session is one of four held over the eight month project lifespan. During that time, the 80 

young Europeans work as a Parliament, across seven committees to develop political solutions that aim 

to address the seven identified areas that are having a critical impact on future healthcare policy: 

1. Big data in healthcare 

2. Cross-border health threats 

3. Access to therapeutic innovation 

4. Patient empowerment and centricity 

5. The economic dimension of healthcare 

6. Prevention of chronic diseases  

7. Electronic/mobile health. 

 

The four plenary sessions are organised in Brussels, specifically, to pull in expert feedback from the EU 

policymaking circle, as well as to brainstorm on key learnings and share ideas and progress. 

Magdalena Kalata, chair and president of the EHP, said: “The future of Europe’s healthcare relies greatly 

on Europe’s future workforce. I am thrilled that Europe’s up-and-coming professionals have the chance 

to contribute to the grassroots debate that aims to change the face of our future healthcare.” 

Tomorrow’s second plenary will open with a panel debate hosted by MEP Philippe De Backer, from the 

European Parliament’s Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe, and will look at what future 

opportunities exist for better European healthcare. Guest speakers will include experts from the 

healthcare industry and NGOs, as well as public policy and health organisations. 

As an outcome, the EHP will launch seven academic papers, co-authored by all participants at its closing 

session on 17 June. The papers will outline recommendations for Europe’s future healthcare and will be 

shared with policymakers and the healthcare community across the EU28. 
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17th of June 2015 

European Health Parliament: when conclusions lead to measures 

 

 

A few issues back, we told you about the European Health Parliament (EHP) initiative. 

In a nutshell, this initiative is an “idea generating platform” bringing together 80 young professionals 

from the health sector, all aged under 35. 

Yesterday, the last plenary session of the European Health Parliament was held at the EP Library, and 

the event clearly showed that the initiative had “delivered the goods” – with nine MEPs from different 

political groups as guest speakers. 

A string of MEPs contributing 

MEPs were out in force, with nine of them taking time out of their busy agendas to contribute to the 

discussion and lend their support to the EHP’s conclusions. 
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Giovanni La Via (EPP) summed up the over-arching theme of the event, stating that “health is technically 

a national competence but the EU can help coordinate and support national efforts”. 

He then went on to support the conclusions of the EHP Committee on Prevention of Chronic Diseases, 

notably on the need to stress that alcohol consumption is an important contributing factor to the 

development of chronic diseases. 

From hero to EHRO 

Victor Negrescu (S&D) not only welcomed the conclusions of the EHP’s Big Data in Healthcare 

Committee but also stated that he will openly support the creation of a European Health Records 

Organisation (EHRO) – even possibly sending an open letter to the Health Commissioner directly on this 

matter. 
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Rapporteur on the Ebola outbreak Charles Goerens (ALDE) was invited to give his views on the findings 

of the EHP Cross-border Health Threats Committee, whose conclusions include the creation of a public 

framework for disease prevention. 

“There is also the question of access to medication” he highlighted, “The EP needs to ask itself what 

should be done in this area too”. 

Asked to take part in the “Economic dimension of healthcare” committee discussion, Katerina Konecna 

(GUE/NGL) stressed that “the cheapest treatment is prevention” and supported this EHP committee’s 

conclusions, which include the creation of a “toolkit” for the early detection of diseases. 

Invited to speak at the same panel, Margrete Auken (Greens/EFA) placed emphasis on the problem of 

“conflicts of interest” within the medical profession and the need to ensure that “doctors are under no 

economic pressure to prescribe a certain brand of medication”. 

In all, the conclusions of all seven EHP Committees were presented during this final plenary. 

 

 

Philippe De Backer (ALDE), who has championed the initiative since its launch (see our previous article), 

summed up the over-arching aims of EHP as follows: 

"Politicians need to listen up. The European Health Parliament members are among the professionals 

who will be driving and delivering our healthcare in the future. A design for life should be a right for all, 

not a privilege for the few. The ball is on our court now to ensure for this.” 
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EPP Group 

 

Bringing Europe's brightest young minds 
together with its politicians to find 
innovative solutions in healthcare 
BY GIOVANNI LA VIA 
FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 2015 - 09:55 
 

 
Over the past decades, major progress has been made in the area of public health as a result of key 
achievements in European health research and medicine, improving living standards and levels of 
education, nutrition and access to high-quality healthcare. 

But many challenges remain. 

EUROPE’S AGEING POPULATION 

The result of economic development and successes in public health and healthcare has resulted in an 
increase in life expectancy. 

At the same time, fertility has been steadily declining in the EU since the mid-1960s and is currently 
decreasing, in particular in Eastern and Southern Europe.  
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The share of older people is therefore growing, and is already greater than the proportion of children in 
the population. By 2060, the share of people in the population who are over 65 years of age will more 
than double in number, with an associated increase in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer 
and other dementia. 

In the decade before the crisis, health was one of the fastest growing spending items for governments in 
most Member States. However health budgets, particularly those related to prevention and health 
promotion, have been dramatically cut during the past few years. 

By 2060, the share of people in the population who are over 65 years of age will more than double 
in number, with an associated increase in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer and 
other dementia 

This state-of-play in Europe’s health shows that EU policies and strategies are needed. For these reasons 
we are committed to working, in the Committee on Environment, Public Health and Food Safety, over 
the next years to promote healthy lifestyles, protect healthy living standards and improve the 
prevention, early diagnosis and treatment of diseases. 

IDENTIFYING POLITICAL SOLUTIONS FOR CRITICAL EUROPEAN HEALTHCARE POLICY ISSUES: 

INVOLVING EUROPE’S BRIGHTEST YOUNG MINDS 

Prevention, detection and encouraging innovation also formed a core part of the proposals brought to 
the European Parliament by the European Health Parliament this month. 

The European Health Parliament (EHP) is a platform that brings together 80 motivated young 
healthcare experts from all over Europe. Most of them under the age of 30, they work across sectors 
and in different types of organisations but share a passion for healthcare policy. They each bring their 
skills and unique backgrounds (from embassies to the pharmaceutical industry) together, in their spare 
time, to research solutions to current healthcare challenges. 

Events such as these show that we need more EU involvement, more coordination between 
Member States and that our young citizens can play an important role in helping us reach our 
targets with their enthusiasm and ideas 

I'm delighted to have had the honour of hosting these young Europeans, who presented the results of 
their research into improving Europe's healthcare system to MEPs, with proposals in areas that critically 
impact future healthcare policy. In addition to proposals on access to therapeutic innovation, patient 
empowerment and centricity and the prevention of chronic diseases, the young experts called on the EU 
to complement and support Member-State activities in the following areas. 

Big data in healthcare 

 The creation of a European Health Records Organisation that would gather the patient data 
currently spread across hospitals, doctors, in paper and in digital form, in one place in a way that it 
is exploitable and can be used to generate new insights into critical healthcare issues 

 The EU is best placed to coordinate Member-State initiatives and the sharing of best practice 

Electronic/mobile-health 

 Improving market access by legislating for data protection to ensure privacy and security and to 
tackle a lack of trust in electronic and mobile healthcare innovations 

http://www.healthparliament.eu/home
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 Supporting innovation in healthcare by harmonising and speeding up the certification process for 
pharmaceutical products – which happens much faster in the US – as well as by supporting 
research projects 

Cross-border health threats 

 The EU should bolster and reinforce what Member States are doing in tackling cross-border health 
threats by defining a public framework for where it will intervene in support of Member States. It 
should help ensure strong national healthcare systems across the EU. 

 The EU should have a supportive vaccination plan across the EU to level the playing field 

 It should apply political pressure to eradicate diseases like tuberculosis and the issue of anti-
microbial resistance 

The economic dimension of healthcare 

 Facilitating the implementation of screening methods for prevention, early diagnosis and early 
treatment across Europe to reduce overall costs, drawing on existing screening programmes in 
place 

 Developing a toolkit – a set of guidelines, drawing on EU and Member State experience so far – to 
help Member States decide whether they want to implement screening methods for particular 
conditions to reduce healthcare costs in their country 

MOVING FORWARD ON PROMOTING HEALTHY LIVING 

These 4 areas are also priorities for our Group, which has always taken incisive action on health policies, 
with the aim of ensuring a high level of protection of the health of European citizens. 

We are committed to promoting healthy lifestyles, protecting healthy living standards and improving the 
prevention, early diagnosis and treatment of diseases 
The challenges we face currently in Europe and those that the future will bring call for a strong 
commitment from the European institutions - and the EPP Group is ready to play its role. 

Events such as these show that we need more EU involvement, more coordination between Member 
States and that our young citizens can play an important role in helping us reach our targets with their 
enthusiasm and ideas. 
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ANSA (Italian) 

Ricetta giovani esperti sanità per sfide future in 
Europa 
Puntare su prevenzione, ricerca e cooperazione 
17 giugno, 13:311 di 1 

Ricetta giovani esperti sanità per sfide future in Europa 

BRUXELLES - Prevenzione, maggior finanziamento della spesa pubblica e della ricerca, accesso alle cure 

più innovative e cooperazione internazionale. Questa la ricetta per una migliore sanità in Europa degli 80 

giovani esperti in assistenza sanitaria parte dell'iniziativa "European Health Parliament (EHP)" 

presentata oggi al Parlamento europeo. 

 

I giovani ricercatori e professionisti hanno sottolineato che nei prossimi dieci anni in Europa ci si aspetta 

un aumento di mezzo milione di casi di tumore, il raddoppio degli anziani affetti da Alzheimer - da 3,2 

milioni a 7,5 milioni - nei prossimi quarant'anni mentre si stima che l'aumento medio di spesa pubblica 

destinata alla sanità sarà solo del 7-9 per cento, una percentuale giudicata totalmente insufficiente. 

 

Tra le raccomandazioni presentate dai giovani esperti, figura anche un ruolo più centrale degli stessi 

pazienti all'interno de proprio percorso di cura, l'utilizzo di nuove tecnologie per accedere alle cure 

preventive e sanitarie e un grande database europeo sull'assistenza sanitaria disponibile in tutto il 

continente. 

javascript:nextImage()
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"L'evento di oggi testimonia che esiste in Europa una generazione di giovani ricercatori e professionisti 

che lavorano al servizio dei cittadini per migliorare la qualità dei sistemi sanitari europei e per 

fronteggiare le sfide future nel campo della salute", ha commentato Giovanni La Via (Ncd), presidente 

della commissione Ambiente, salute pubblica e sicurezza alimentare (Envi) del Parlamento europeo. "In 

qualità di presidente della commissione mi impegno affinché le loro proposte possano essere integrate 

nei processi legislativi". 

  

HALONOVINI (Czech) 

 
      Kateřina Konečná (vpravo) na zasedání Evropského parlamentu pro zdraví 

Konečná vystoupila na EHP 

V úterý se v Bruselu konalo poslední zasedání tzv. Evropského parlamentu pro zdraví (European 
Health Parliament), na kterém vystoupila jako jediný český zástupce europoslankyně GUE/NGL 
Kateřina Konečná. 

Chtěla tak podpořit důležitý panevropský projekt, jehož účelem byla konstruktivní debata a prezentace 
návrhů 80 expertů, kterak efektivně posunout evropské zdravotnictví do nové éry. Vyznačovala se 
především spoluprací států EU na mezinárodní a nadnárodní úrovni. 

Europoslankyně Konečná zejména ocenila, že se experti věnovali mechanismům, které umožňují větší 
zapojení pacientů do systému. Pacienti by měli být informovanější, aktivnější a měli by mít větší možnost 
participace na procesu rozhodování. »Daří se nám zapojit občany do preventivních kampaní. Daří se nám 
odhalovat časná stádia onemocnění a tím snižovat náklady na jejich terapii. Pořád to ale nestačí. Je 
nezbytně nutné zdůrazňovat pacientům, že nejlevnější léčba je prevence. Je nutné zabezpečit pacientům 
dostatek informací a prostor pro rozhodnutí, že je lepší jejich finance do péče o vlastní zdraví investovat 
v době, kdy jsou zdraví,« shrnula europoslankyně Konečná svůj pohled na danou problematiku. Více 
informací o projektu nahttp://www.healthparliament.eu. 

http://www.halonoviny.cz/images/showimage/38665797/1/2
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College of Europe 

The European Health Parliament 

Friday 21 November 2014 marked the start of the European Health Parliament, a project initiated by 
Janssen with the support of Google, European Voice, the Department of European Political and 
Administrative Studies of the College of Europe and EU40 – the network of members of the European 
Parliament under 40 years old. 

The project, which runs until June 2015, brings together 80 young professionals and College students to 
generate ideas on how to make Europe a healthier place. The 80 members of the European Health 
Parliament are graduates under the age of 35 coming from 20 countries, including some non‐EU 
countries. Apart from our students, participants work in the Brussels area in the European Parliament 
and the European Commission, as well as NGOs, trade associations, industry, hospitals, patients’ 
organisations. 

They will work in seven sub‐committees to formulate innovative healthcare ideas. The topics range from 
big data to prevention of chronic diseases, access to therapeutic innovation, cross‐border health threats, 
e/m health, the economic dimension of healthcare and patient empowerment. At the end of the 
project, their proposals will form seven academic topic papers, which will be shared with policymakers 
and via different social media channels. 

Link to article: https://www.coleurope.eu/news/european-health-parliament 

GUE/NGL Group 

The European Health Parliament and patients’ participation 

16/06/2015 

The last session of the European Health Parliament was held today in Brussels during which MEP 
Kateřina Konečná gave a speech as a representative of GUE/NGL. 

With this she wanted to support an important pan-European project, whose purpose was a constructive 
debate and presentation of proposals by 80 experts on how to effectively push European healthcare into 
a new era. This era should, in particular, be characterized by the cooperation of EU Member States on 
international and supranational level. MEP Konečná especially appreciated the fact that the experts paid 
attention to mechanisms that allow greater involvement of patients in the system. Patients should be 
more informed, more active and should have more opportunities to participate in decision-making. 

MEP Konecna summarised her view on the issue: "We have succeeded in engaging citizens in prevention 
campaigns. We have managed to uncover early stages of diseases and thus reduce the cost of their 
treatment. Although it still is not enough, it is necessary to emphasize to the patients that the cheapest 
treatment is prevention. It is necessary to provide patients with enough information and room to decide 
that it is better to invest their finances into the care of their own health while they are healthy." 

Link to article: http://bit.ly/1Li8Qlj 

https://www.coleurope.eu/news/european-health-parliament
http://bit.ly/1Li8Qlj
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Acumen Public Affairs 

EUROPEAN HEALTH PARLIAMENT: MILLENNIALS’ CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE HEALTHCARE OF TOMORROW! 

By Uzo Madu, Account Manager at acumen public affairs 

(Member of the European Health Parliament Subcommittee on the prevention of Chronic Diseases) 

Politically apathetic, self-obsessed and short-sighted: these are common stereotypes of young people. 
However, these perceptions were turned on their head when 80 young professional from a variety of 
academic, professionals and social backgrounds got together to debate and develop future-proof 
healthcare policies. 

 

Chronic diseases: Europe’s biggest challenge 

It is particularly interesting to note that the European Health Parliament brings together those who will 
be affected tomorrow, by health policies drafted today, and these young people are in the driving seat. 
Participants are offered the opportunity to craft recommendations for their own future healthcare and 
to engage and contribute to decisions that will impact their own lives. This is especially true, if we look 
at prevention of chronic diseases – the group I took part in. A large percentage of chronic diseases are 
preventable, through the reduction of four main behavioural risk factors: tobacco use, physical 
inactivity, harmful use of alcohol and an unhealthy diet. Taking action earlier in life to prevent the onset 
of these diseases, is crucial for the health of Europe. Globally, Europe has the highest burden of chronic 
diseases, which are responsible for 86% of all deaths.[i] With that in mind, the time for action is now, 
and the people to tackle the job are definitely the ‘new generation’. So we set out to take on the 
challenge - fresh faced, energetic and determined! 

Focusing on harmful alcohol consumption 

We decided to narrow our ambitions down, since the prevention of chronic diseases involves an 
extremely wide remit. For our proposals to have teeth we had to be specific and choose a topic 
particularly relevant to young people. Alcohol ticked all those boxes. The health implications from its 
abuse are significant and many lives are lost due its harmful use. The WHO global status report on 
alcohol (2014) estimates that worldwide 3.3 million lives are lost annually as a result of the harmful use 
of alcohol. In the EU, harmful alcohol abuse is the leading risk factor for ill-health, and premature deaths 
for the working age population (25-59 years).[ii] 
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What did we recommend? 

It took four plenary sessions, several face-to-face meetings, input from EU experts and numerous re-
drafts to get to the final product. 

Our recommendations reflect the concerns of younger people in this debate. We recommended 
controls over the marketing of alcohol products to minors, prohibiting positive depictions of 
consumption that imply enhanced physical, sexual, or social abilities. Furthermore, we also put forward 
proposals to improve the availability of information about alcohol-related harm in educational 
institutions, such as, schools, colleges and universities. These institutions are where many young people 
first engage in drinking alcohol socially and can mark the beginning of an unhealthy relationship with 
alcohol. 

Our recommendations were also particularly timely, since, in parallel the European Parliament adopted 
a Resolution to encourage the Commission to come forward with a new European Alcohol Strategy. 
However, this political motivation to adopt the new strategy was not shared by all. The Health 
Commissioner Andriukaitis' decided not to propose a new alcohol strategy, despite calls not only from 
the European Parliament, but also NGOs and Member States. His decision resulted in twenty influential 
health NGOs walking out of the European Alcohol and Health Forum (EAHF).[iii]   

What’s next? 

The European Health Parliament has been able to successfully bring together the ideas and skills of 80 
young people, passionate about changing the face of European healthcare, and make concrete 
recommendation about the way forward. After all this hard work, we are confident that the EU 
institutions have heard our calls for change, and we will continue to communicate our proposals in order 
to really make a difference to the healthcare of tomorrow! 

Link to article: http://bit.ly/1MZDNda 

 

EurActiv 

A boost for patient safety in the EU: What about the member states? 

 

http://bit.ly/1MZDNda
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Lack of political will and action at European level are among the main culprits behind the 
37,000 deaths caused by healthcare associated infections each year, writes Magdalena Kalata. 

By Magdalena Kalata, President, European Health Parliament 

When a loved one is hospitalised, we tend to assume that they are in safe hands. But our 
assumptions are often just that - assumptions. As one of the 80 young healthcare experts 
involved in the European Health Parliament (EHP), I believe that the EU can and should turn our 
assumptions into guarantees. 

Despite the fact that more and more initiatives on patient safety are being developed at EU, 
national, regional and hospital-level, over 50% of Europeans still fear the potential harm that 
patients face in hospital. This stands to reason given that 8-12% of patients in EU hospitals 
suffer from adverse events, such as healthcare-related infections. 

Earlier this week, MEPs voted ‘yes’ to a resolution that would make way for safer healthcare 
across the EU. The EHP sees this as a step in the right direction to addressing the shortcomings 
in national healthcare systems. 

The resolution acknowledges, for example, that only certain member states have developed 
appropriate legislation for the implementation of a patient safety culture. The impact of the 
recession on national healthcare budget cuts is often cited as the cause of inertia. But this is not 
good enough. Even in today’s economic climate, we believe there are readily available solutions 
and stakeholders – particularly patients and healthcare professionals – who are ready and 
willing to help make patient safety a reality. 

According to lead MEP Piernicola Pedicini (EFDD, IT), "Austerity measures cannot be imposed in 
such a way that they affect the safety of patients, staff or experts in hospitals." Such thinking is 
desperately needed in European healthcare systems, which often link innovation and 
development to cost rather than quality, efficacy and improved patient outcomes. 

Although member states continue to raise political awareness of the issues surrounding patient 
safety, the public sees a lack of political will as one of the culprits behind the 37,000 deaths 
caused by healthcare associated infections each year. Member states are notoriously protective 
of their competences, health certainly being one of them, and amidst general elections taking 
place in several countries during 2015, it is evident that this issue is often used to polarise 
voters. Yet in playing a political game whereby one politician pins voters against another, and 
uses the EU as the big bad wolf, nothing is accomplished for improved patient safety, and we 
are all at risk of becoming the next victim. 

The EHP believes that progress hinges on greater EU involvement and cooperation in 
healthcare. Politicians and citizens alike should take a step back and consider that in some 
instances, action at EU level is critical for improvement, while sometimes it just doesn’t make 
sense, and a specific issue should rather be tackled nationally or regionally. 
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Through the EHP, my peers and I have worked together to come up with solutions for better 
future healthcare in Europe. We know how it important it is to play to our strengths and to 
ensure that the thinking around European healthcare policy and practice is given a true shot in 
the arm. Our clear advantage is our youth and the openness to learning that comes with that. 
Learning to work together, and independently, as appropriate, is something most of us learned 
at a young age. But when it comes to health, it seems that some member states still have some 
catching up to do. 

Link to article: http://bit.ly/1cRntxO 

 

European Pharmaceutical Review 

EU’s next-gen ‘healthcare heroes’ to forge ahead at  

European Health Parliament 

 

24 April 2015  •  Author: Victoria White 

 

Eighty young healthcare enthusiasts involved in the ‘European Health Parliament‘ will 

reconvene in Brussels on Friday 24 April for a third and penultimate meeting in order to push 

ahead with their ideas on Europe’s future healthcare. 

Since its launch in November 2014, the European Health Parliament has consolidated 

the critical voice of future EU healthcare experts by giving them space to address real world 

policy concerns – from issues related to chronic disease, patient empowerment, therapeutic 

innovation, cross-border health threats, as well as the economic and technological dimensions 

of health. 

Speaking of the initiative, European Health Parliament Chair & President, Magdalena 

Kalata from Poland, said: “EHP’s motto – Occupy Health Street – is a direct challenge to 

established thinking. Increasingly, we are seeing that the EU can make significant achievements 

for our generation by combining forces. This doesn’t mean replacing national healthcare 

systems, but strengthening them rather.” 

European Health Parliament will conclude in June 2015 with the launch of seven 

academic papers 

 

http://bit.ly/1cRntxO
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The huge variation in healthcare standards across the EU has prompted the support of 

Belgian Liberal MEP Philippe De Backer who has a PhD in Biotechnology and a background in 

life‐sciences venture capital. Speaking at the February 2015 European Health Parliament 

session, de Backer cited David Bowie’s – ‘We can be heroes’ – as he urged a radical rethink of 

Europe’s healthcare systems: “We could and should do better on healthcare…Decent access to 

healthcare is a basic human right for all EU citizens. We have to break through some barriers 

and I am counting on young people to do this.” 

European Health Parliament will conclude in June 2015 with the launch of seven 

academic papers, co-authored by all participants. The papers will outline recommendations for 

Europe’s future healthcare and will be shared with policy makers and the healthcare 

community across the EU28. 

European Health Parliament is backed by the College of Europe, Google, Janssen, EU40 – 

the network of young Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) and Politico (formerly 

European Voice). 

Link to article: http://bit.ly/1z54ied 

 

 

Videos 

European Health Parliament - Prevention of Chronic Diseases committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/k58wNhW9sjs 

 

European Health Parliament - Patient Empowerment & Centredness committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/Btx9AR7D9EA 

 

European Health Parliament - Electronic & Mobile Health committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/k1NAvO8t1Io 

 

European Health Parliament - Cross Border Health Threats committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/s5h2oX72YLY 

 

http://bit.ly/1z54ied
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/k58wNhW9sjs
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/Btx9AR7D9EA
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/k1NAvO8t1Io
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/s5h2oX72YLY
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European Health Parliament - Economic Dimension of Healthcare committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/Ms4sZmPMjfs 

 

European Health Parliament - Big data committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/jfi4i48Twmc 

 

European Health Parliament - Access to therapeutic innovation committee: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/RgpHYEMYDYU 

 

European Health Parliament 3rd plenary session, April 24th: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/2owIXIu8yJc 

 

European Health Parliament 2nd plenary session compilation: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/dt_WiVbtKp8  

 

MEP Philippe De Backer interview, European Health Parliament debate 2nd plenary session: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/FxMQ-YDxNKw 

 

MEP Miriam Dalli interview, European Health Parliament debate 2nd plenary session: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/te8Me65Q5VM 

 

European Health Parliament project: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/FOBILfDK654 

 

EU40 MEPs supporting the Health Parliament debate: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/-8u5EgQU-1U 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/Ms4sZmPMjfs
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/jfi4i48Twmc
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/RgpHYEMYDYU
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/2owIXIu8yJc
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/dt_WiVbtKp8
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/FxMQ-YDxNKw
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/te8Me65Q5VM
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/FOBILfDK654
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/-8u5EgQU-1U
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Personal message from EU40 MEPs: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/ZSq8nRMPDhI 

 

Challenges - kick-off session of the Health Parliament debate: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/RsWVBPaGkXA 

 

Opportunities - kick-off session of the Health Parliament debate: 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/fK096-9ivxw 

 

 

 

http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/ZSq8nRMPDhI
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/RsWVBPaGkXA
http://www.eu40.eu/tv-video/fK096-9ivxw

